Non-Periodical Sources

Books – One Author

Books – Second Book by a Cited Author
(i.e. Prus, the same author as in the preceding reference; use the name if other authors intervene)

Books – Two Authors

Books – Edited

Books – Edition Other Than First

Books – No Author

Books – Chapters
Articles from Collected Works


Periodicals

Articles from Journals – One Author


Issue number and/or exact date are unnecessary if pages are numbered consecutively within a volume.

Articles from Journals – Two Authors


Use the issue number or exact date for journals that do not number pages consecutively within a volume.

Articles from Journals – Multiple Authors


Articles from Magazines and Newspapers


Snyder, Donna. 1999. "Judge Orders Teen's Hearing in Murder Case to Be Closed." The Buffalo News, May 18, pp. 1B.

The above is based on the American Sociological Association Style Guide (2007) and serves as a quick reference for students preparing sociology papers. Many of the examples are taken directly from the ASA student-focused website which was based on the 1997 edition but entries have been altered to show changes recommended in the 2007 edition.